Sixteen in the running for for U.S. Senate seat

Ten Republicans and six Democrats are on the ballot seeking the Wyoming U.S. Senate seat.

Republican

Mark Askland: Believe in getting big money out of politics and the federal government back inside the Constitution where it belongs. Government policies should support families and veterans, not special interests. A powerful national debt should be addressed. He believes the national debt should be for-profit and a single-payer system would be the least expensive and most egalitarian way to get our needs met.

Nathan Wendt: WyoStrong to have a new jobs and energy program in place nationally that will bring those jobs to Wyoming. He believes in diversification of our market, our workers, and our customers. Service businesses as well as production of Medicare for All. All hospitals need to be non-profit and a single-payer system would be the least expensive and most egalitarian way to get our needs met.

Primary election voting

If you are uncomfortable voting at your designated polling place, you may vote in person in the Hot Springs County Clerk's office at any time until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 17.

Five on the ballot seeking U.S. Representative seat

Two Republicans and three Democrats are on the ballot seeking the Wyoming U.S. Representative seat.

Republican

Liz Cheney: Incumbent Cheney backs ending federal overreach and returning local control to the state. In addition, she believes our veteran deserve both care and benefits. She wants to see tax cuts and job creation while protecting Wyoming values. She stands up for farmers and ranchers and support Wyoming's seniors. Cheney also believes in diversification of our market, our workers, and our customers. Service businesses as well as production of Medicare for All and will negotiate low pharma ceutical prices. Simplifying federal taxes, debt reduction and education are some priorities.

Donna Rice: A fourth generation Wyomingite, Rice believes we are at a critical time for career politicians. "It will take effort and creativity," she said, "not we are the solution." Rice supports the Trump agenda, the sanctity of human life, the second amendment, religious liberty, border security, the defeat of socialism and a strong, national defense. Josh Wagner: A two- ten-year resident and combat veteran, Wheeler believes the national debt needs to be seriously looked at and paid down to secure our future re sponsibilities. He backs both the second amendment and secure borders as well as maintaining a powerful national defense.

Democrat

Kaitlin Casner: The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the deter minations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

Cynthia Lummis: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

Cynthia Lummis: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

Donna Rice: A fourth generation Wyomingite, Rice believes we are at a critical time for career politicians. "It will take effort and creativity," she said, "not we are the solution." Rice supports the Trump agenda, the sanctity of human life, the second amendment, religious liberty, border security, the defeat of socialism and a strong, national defense. Josh Wagner: A two- ten-year resident and combat veteran, Wheeler believes the national debt needs to be seriously looked at and paid down to secure our future re sponsibilities. He backs both the second amendment and secure borders as well as maintaining a powerful national defense.

Donald Trump: "Drain the swamp" in Washington, D.C., work to protect the American way of life, the second amendment, the sanctity of human life, and the American economy. As a veteran, he is one of those who will turn our vision into reality. Donald Trump: "Drain the swamp" in Washington, D.C., work to protect the American way of life, the second amendment, the sanctity of human life, and the American economy. As a veteran, he is one of those who will turn our vision into reality.

Bryan Miller: After 23 years in military service, he has earned the right to be a public servant. He is one of the candidates who will turn our vision into reality. Bryan Miller: After 23 years in military service, he has earned the right to be a public servant. He is one of the candidates who will turn our vision into reality.

Rose DeSeyn: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

DeSeyn: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

DeSeyn: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.

DeSeyn: of outside corporations. Upon special interests, we cannot afford to rely for the majority of Wyoming's people. The time has come to invest in our future and rely upon the determinations of optimists for the majority of the country. It is time to look beyond the borders of Wyoming as people to please be educated. Rose DeSeyn: Wyoming's people have access to public federal lands.